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On Ortner’s Nature/Culture Mediation: The Creation of “Food Culture” in Toni Morrison’s 

Paradise  

Notions of mothering, nurturing, and providing are often equated with the “nature” of 

women. This “nature” designation conflates biological function with expression, thus restricting 

women to roles as mother, nurturer, provider. By this logic, a woman’s cooking is an extension 

of her biological function: she gives milk and thus sustains the life of another. Women’s space 

also represents these functions. The “nature” of woman is to preside over the domestic space: to 

feed and to cook are her primary means of mothering, nurturing, and providing in that space. 

Juxtaposed to these ideas of woman as “nature” are, historically, ideas of man as “culture.” 

Sherry Ortner presents the standard logic of this scenario: if the woman’s function is biological, 

and the woman’s space is domestic, then the man’s function is symbolic, and the man’s space is 

cultural and social (Ortner 82). The “culture” of man enters the domestic space as prevailing 

authority over a woman’s nurture. However, the prospect of a “food culture” for Black women—

as represented in Toni Morrison’s Paradise—complicates this binary. It grants women a source 

of cultural community through food, not of mere biological function, nor the cultural types 

attached to a woman’s biology. To explore this notion of women’s “food culture,” I first analyze 

the gendered assumptions of the “nature/culture” binary through scholarly references. I then 

assess women’s cultural expression through food, particularly in terms of sexuality and 

spirituality. I ultimately propose that Black women’s “food culture”—epitomized by the convent 

women of Paradise—functions as firstly, a challenge to biological presumptions and cultural 
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restraints over women’s domestic space; and secondly, a challenge to binary structures of 

meaning. 

Sherry Ortner maps the “nature” of woman and the “culture” of man unto historic 

conceptions of gender difference. She does so to challenge preconceptions, namely that woman 

is “immanent” feelings and things, whereas man is thoughts and categories (Ortner 82). To 

Ortner, woman’s “feminine personality” or “psychic mode” enables her transcendence to “the 

highest levels of the cultural process” (Ortner 83). That is, woman transcends the need for 

category, achieving instead an “ultimate moral unity” characteristic of every society (Ortner 83). 

In other words, Ortner’s psychic woman is a communal guide and mediator (Ortner 84). Ortner 

proposes that the “nature” of women, such as mothers, lies in their loyalty to community and 

individuality simultaneously—a balance which Ortner describes as a “from below” and “from 

above” societal mediation. With this analysis, Ortner effectively disrupts the binary; what is 

deemed “nature” about women is also how they negotiate culture. Nature is therefore a reflection 

of cultural conceptions of gender. It is not self-evident. The categories of nature and culture are 

themselves interdependent, reciprocal, inseparable, and yet, made oppositional through the lens 

of gender. Specifically, Ortner suggests that this binary separation is inherently hierarchized on 

account of gender. With respect to socialization, “women perform lower-level conversions from 

nature to culture, but when the culture distinguishes a higher level of the same functions, the 

higher level is restricted to men” (Ortner 80). Food is one example of this conversion. As both 

sustenance and child development aid, it exists between function and value, a passage mediated 

by women. The culture of man nevertheless attributes meaning to food as a space, practice, and 

concept for the domestic “woman,” thereby relegating her to a cultural status that is embedded in 

biological function. To propose women’s food as transcendent of the nature/culture binary, I 
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must first explicate the relationship between the “domestic woman” and food, including food as 

space and food as concept.   

Ortner’s assessment of domestic space demonstrates the nature/culture binary as an act of 

socialization. Women’s place in the (patriarchal) family structure as caregiver reaffirms her 

biological role as mother (Ortner 81). Specifically, woman cares for children—an association 

which may “compound her potential for being seen as closer to nature herself” so long as 

children are viewed biologically; as “barely human” and animal-like, they require motherly 

guidance in the form of nurture (Ortner 77-8). To develop the cultural or social level of the 

domestic space, within which women occupy “a lower order of social/cultural organization” 

(Ortner 79), Ortner draws from Chodorow’s work. Ortner describes a hypothesized identity 

development process whereby the daughter mirrors her identity with the mother’s, and the son 

with the father’s (Ortner 81). These identification processes result in a female practice of 

“personal identification” with the concrete, and a male practice of “positional identification” 

with the abstract; again, relative to woman as “like nature” and man as “like culture” (Ortner 81). 

This logic supposes a cultural separation of tangible, gendered spaces: women as physically 

sustaining life in a domestic household, such as through food; and men as symbolizing life, such 

as an ideology of “food culture.” This framing thus begs the question: Is the domestic space a 

representation of woman’s “like nature” designation? Or, is the domestic space a site of female 

agency in which women achieve a “food culture” distinct from male cultural ideologies? These 

are the questions which guide my evaluation of food in Paradise as conversion, passage, or 

meditation between “nature” and “culture.”  

Critics often discuss the maternal nurture and care of domestic space in Morrison’s texts, 

usually in reference to mother-child relationships or “mothering” practices between women 
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(Hichri 209; O’Reilly 12-13). In Andrea O’Reilly’s reading of Paradise, the kitchen is a womb 

from which men experience motherly nurture, as in the case of the character Morgan, whose 

memory activates by drinking milk (16). In short, mother’s milk becomes a symbol of female 

domestic space. Here, the cultural notion of woman—as confined to domestic space—is 

inherently tied to her “nature” capacity to provide, thus upholding the binary. Mother and milk, 

as both biological excrement and cultural mothering practice, are inseparable from that domestic 

space. Yet, the milk symbol emerges as the cultural property of man, even from within the 

domestic space. What O’Reilly describes as a balance of woman’s cultural symbol, as the milk 

of “maternal nourishment,” and man’s cultural symbol, as the pistol or phallus of “patriarchal 

power,” is also a testament to Ortner’s hierarchized levels of nature/culture conversion. Morgan 

wields the symbolism of man on one hand, and the symbolism of woman on the other—as if no 

overlap exists for woman or man within domestic space. Man’s cultural phallus symbol is stand-

alone, in-active, and erect. In contrast, woman’s cultural milk symbol is apt for use, 

consumption, and depletion. The domestic woman thus performs her “natural” functions, like 

lactation and birth, as if in the metaphorical food service of man: to create and cultivate for 

man’s use. This symbolism embeds woman’s biological function—as mother—within a 

domestic culture that serves man.  

O’Reilly’s interpretation of the kitchen space in Paradise ultimately envisions 

nurturance/care as biological functions turned spiritual. Notions such as “mother-children 

intimacy” manifest as “psychological and spiritual maturation” (O’Reilly 166). According to 

O’Reilly, to nurture is to heal; and to nurture to a point of growth or “wholeness,” for the sake of 

others, requires “full and complete healing” of oneself (166). O’Reilly’s vision thus aligns with 

Ortner’s. This is an individualized and communal nurture and care that depends as much on a 
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woman’s ability to receive nurture as it does to give nurture. Such interpretations incorporate 

food imagery throughout the text. Holistically, they suggest a correlation between spiritual 

attainment and food culture that transcends binary conceptions of nature and culture. This 

relationship develops for the convent women in Paradise, and particularly for their spiritual 

leader, Consolata. O’Reilly’s reading lends a critical framework for my inquiries: How might 

Black women’s food culture complicate the symbols of domestic motherhood? From there, how 

might cooking enable Black women to re-define domestic space in terms of spirituality, not 

biology—and, in turn, access a nature/culture mediation?  

Asma Hichri’s analysis of “nurture dialectics” (in Beloved) presents a useful framework 

for assessing spirituality within the domestic space. Hichri notes a key pattern: nurture can both 

create and disrupt kinship relations, particularly through the “sharing of sustenance” or the 

absence of that sharing (Hichri 198-199). She refers to a literal presence or absence that creates 

figurative meanings. For instance, the cohesion of the family structure depends upon spatial 

location. To eat outside the kitchen is to exclude oneself from the family nucleus (Hichri 199). 

This link between spatial location and meaning is essential to domestic space, for it raises the 

question of projected material meanings—woman’s space as domestic space—versus latent, 

immaterial meanings—woman’s space as spiritual and experiential and not bound by domestic 

setting. Hichri’s discussion of sacrifice seems to mediate this divide. Hichri attests to a sacrificial 

nature of motherly nurture wherein mothers sacrifice sustenance of one body in order to sustain 

another body (206). In particular, hunger is seen as a symbolic “appropriation” device that 

illustrates the potential for appetite to disrupt bodies and familial relationships (Hichri 204). In 

other words, hunger and appetite become representative of culturally-defined communal 

identities, a trend highly evident in Paradise. Hichri’s conception of “narrative feeding” is also 
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noteworthy as a framing device. The concept derives from historical slave narratives, and 

functions to actively engage “listener and reader” in communal experience. This idea fittingly 

ties narrative structure to these relations between literal construction and symbolic meaning. 

Such themes and narrative constructions balance the literal and figurative throughout Paradise in 

the process of mediating the nature/culture binary.   

Morrison constructs two primary sites of gendered food culture in the narrative: the 

convent kitchen and the Oven. The Oven is the center of Ruby, the center of kitchen life, and the 

central domain of man in the town. The narration affirms this centrality with permanence, 

describing, “no family needed more than a simple cookstove as long as the Oven was alive, and 

it always was” (Morrison 15). That is to say, every other kitchen—kitchens predominately ran by 

women—ought to be a “simple cookstove” by comparison. Right away, this construction 

hierarchizes the domestic space. Man is the Oven; woman is a “simple cookstove.” The Oven 

deemed itself a source of “slow cooking”—where a “twenty pound turkey roasted all night and a 

side could take two days to cook down to the bone”; and as the place “waiting to be seasoned” 

(Morrison 15). The convent kitchen was a source of opposition: always active, heated, 

moistened, seasoned by women. The convent kitchen was not the “simple cookstove” the men of 

Ruby desired. In fact, the convent re-defined “slow-cooking.” Seemingly counter-intuitive, the 

immediacy of food—such as hot, salty potatoes brought before Mavis—brings her patience. A 

simple act of coffee consumption becomes a slow, methodical moment to cherish food, to stir 

slowly (Toni Morrison 40)—even when that food is not a slow roast, but a mere cup of coffee. 

The women of the convent subvert a dominant male food ideology that values large scales of 

time, size, and space. Thus, the contrasting Oven symbol is also a mark of a cultural order that 

values tradition, male progeny, and a male dominion. Another minor reference to male cooking 
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in the text occurs in the space of the “male cozy.” This anecdote presents as adherence to these 

dominant ideologies of cooking space. The men, returning from a hunt, eat “thick steaks 

prepared the old-fashioned away, fried in a piping hot skillet” (Morrison 282). The preparation 

lacks the flavor and variation of women’s cooking throughout the novel. Rather, it represents a 

man’s adoption of custom. Men’s cooking is labeled as “old-fashioned” in much the way man 

attempts to define women’s domestic cooking as traditional, and thus a common, recursive and 

expected practice. From this, Morrison’s commentary is clear: the ideological tensions between 

the male culture of Ruby and the culture of the convent women manifest in the contrasts between 

their cooking spaces and their cooking methods. This established ideological framework informs 

the application of the nature/culture binary in the text. 

Ideological contrasts in Paradise replicate nature/culture binaries. The recurring theme of 

“appetite” well illustrates the nature/culture binary as an ideological concept surrounding food. 

The male version of “appetite” is violent. Morrison marks it with references like a man’s “hunger 

for violence,” (160) and an ability for man to “kill appetite” (178). For men, then, appetite is 

linked not to sustenance and nurture, but to cultural ideology. To exemplify for one account, man 

“needed to understand in order to subdue” his “ravenous appetite for vengeance” (Morrison 160). 

Note that appetite is prior to understanding. For man, appetite is an implicit desire that only 

comprehension can mitigate. Morrison probes this need for comprehension, asking, “What was 

the origin of this incipient hunger for violence? Or was it Ruby?” (Morrison 160). Morrison 

effectively attaches the notion of male violent appetite to the entire town of Ruby, thus implying 

that Ruby is characterized by manhood. This is a move like Hichri’s “narrative feeding”; it offers 

the explanation that Ruby inspires violent appetite, and thus a reader must understand Ruby in 

order to understand appetite. As a whole, this initial frame situates culture above nature, placing 
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a culture of Ruby, and the men within it, as prescribers of meaning—particularly meanings 

related to food.  

The men of Ruby’s appetite becomes a cultural status display and a projection of 

meaning unto women. Men told “tales of luck and outrage,” not stories to “pass on,” nor even 

children to raise; “they wanted duplicates” of lineage (Morrison 161). This is a clear point of 

contrast from the male expectation of women in Ruby, who are valued for their capacity to 

mother, not simply procreate duplicates. Seneca’s trajectory to the convent illustrates the risks of 

a “duplicates” culture, and the costs for women who don’t embrace a “mother” role. Before 

hearing an ominous call toward the convent, Seneca describes a feeling of ostracism due to her 

mother-less identity. To the women in her life, she was as an un-loved, un-named, “stray puppy” 

(Morrison 137-38). Her unwilling caregiver—not mother—treated her as if an object and an 

exhibit, choosing to “Not love. Not name it. Just feed it, play with it, then return it to its own 

habitat” (Morrison 138). This is a story reminiscent of male caregiving in Ruby, for without a 

name, it evokes a story that can’t be passed. This was Seneca’s story before the convent. Yet this 

is man’s story throughout the novel. Men project a cultural ideology that situates their children as 

duplicates or crops to be bred. They perceive a family line as “crop feeble”; they view children 

as economic obstacles, noting “the fewer children, the more money” (Morrison 193). This male 

narrative is a capitalist-driven, culturally-contrived perception of child-bearing, and one which 

lacks a mother presence and the connotations of “nature” attached: love, nurture or care.  

The convergence of pleasure and food imagery in the text further illustrates binary 

approaches to food as concept, and the convent women’s subversion of that binary. The convent 

women find pleasure in the simple act of “chewing food,” an act seemingly physical or “natural” 

from the surface. However, description elevates the act’s meaning to a symbolic status: “all the 
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day’s unruly drama dissipated in the pleasure of chewing food” (Morrison 179). If the act of 

eating becomes a site of pleasure, it intrudes upon cultural conceptions of women’s pleasure, 

specifically its practice and its directionality. Pleasurable eating resolved the drama between the 

convent women, not between man and woman, nor for the purpose of sexual engagement. In 

fact, these women engage with food in spite of male sexuality, obtaining rather a sensuality with 

food itself. These are joyful, pleasurable acts which evoke feelings like “Oh, yes…Oh, yes…” 

(Morrison 257). This is one of Consolata’s several narrative asides and instances of “narrative 

feeding.” Through these asides, cooking begins a subversive cycle of pleasure: partial and non-

sequential in the text, it is not one moment of sexual climax; it therefore also challenges 

procreative sex. For Seneca, a craving for “sweetness” has an implication of sexual release, for 

she craved it to relieve panic and distress (Morrison 134). These experiences counter the male 

cultural expectation of women’s pleasure: that “natural” pleasure depends upon man, 

reproduction, and bodily sex. 

The convent women’s approach to sensual food pleasure also contrasts the women of 

Ruby. Simply put, women of Ruby worry about how to please men through food, not to please 

themselves. Dovey Morgan and her sister distinguish between a man’s sexual pleasure and food 

pleasure, stating, “If he’s satisfied in bed, the table won’t mean a thing” (Morrison 82). This 

expression separates food and sex as determinants of pleasure, while also situating food pleasure 

as a lower order than sexual pleasure. The same applies to the men of Ruby, who equate a 

craving for sex with a craving for sugar; and to such an extent that craving “rendered him 

diabetic, stupid, helpless” (Morrison 147). While the convent women expand the notion of 

pleasure beyond its sexual connotation, the women and men of Ruby restrict their experience of 

food culture to their cultural ideology, and thus cannot achieve the same degree of sensual 
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pleasure with food. To adopt Ortner’s logic, this hierarchizing of pleasure mirrors a 

culture/nature hierarchy wherein one cultural notion of pleasure predominates another; in this 

case, sex over food. In other words, the cultural notion most rooted in the “natural” conception of 

pleasure—that notion being sex—overshadows other means of creating and experiencing 

pleasure, like through food. 

The religious connotation of cooking spaces reflects a similar reinforcement/subversion 

dynamic between the male vision for the women of Ruby and the counter vision posed by the 

convent women. The role of motherly nurture is directly situated in religious space. During a 

church service, the narration places the women beyond the central religious space, where the 

pastor and sermon reside, but rather, in a space “above their heads” (Morrison 60). There, the 

women are “pacing, servicing, fetching, feeding—whatever it took to save the children who 

could not save themselves [my emphasis]” (Morrison 60). In this moment, a woman’s religious 

practice is associated, in part, with the act of feeding and subsequent saving of children through 

that feeding. Man thereby ascribes religious worth to women on account of their “like nature” 

function: to feed and to preserve the life of children. It is only deemed the status of “saving” 

because the children “could not save themselves” without woman fulfilling that “nature” practice 

(Morrison 60). This combination of cultural notions—religious and motherly status—further 

relegates women to a male-prescribed function in the cultural ethos. Even their religiosity, in the 

eyes of the men of Ruby, is to serve their “nature” as woman.  

The convent woman, by contrast, perceive an association between a spiritual pleasure and 

communal womanhood—not a procreative act of mother-child relations. The convent kitchen 

image exemplifies this perspective. Described as “the longest table she [gigi] had ever seen, in 

the biggest kitchen” and “loaded with food, mostly untouched,” the kitchen parallels religious 
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images of the Last Supper (Morrison 69). The untouchedness of this space signifies, to Gigi, a 

worship-like, communal environment shared by woman; hence, her impulsive reaction that 

“there must be nuns” (Morrison 69). This “biggest kitchen” is not only distinct from the “simple 

cookstove” image, but a striking contender to the Oven. The kitchen table symbolizes the lack of 

maleness in the convent, and not coincidentally, inspires “ravenous” hunger in Gigi. Gigi’s 

experience of kitchen space reveals that a woman’s appetite in Paradise need not replicate 

dominant cultural ideology: she does not feed to nurture, but instead, feeds to commune and heal. 

Such a conception of the kitchen table is explored by Patricia Moran. She describes the kitchen 

table as a space “where the mother can feel good about the food—and herself” (Moran 225). I 

contend that in Morrison’s Paradise the kitchen table is not simply for mother’s pleasure, but a 

pleasurable space for a communal Black womanhood.  

Black women’s relational bonding of food space extends to food practices, like cooking. 

A reconnection between two women of the convent, Mavis and Connie, incites the urge to 

cook—and to “cook fresh” (Morrison 76). Here, cooking acts as healing through a re-kindling of 

hearts. Mavis first feels relieved by “the thump of the woman’s heart against her own” (Morrison 

76)—a mother-child symbolism of the womb—and then Connie’s “scrunched” heart seems to 

release itself through the act of cooking; with the urge to cook she could feel her heart again. 

Under a “like nature” prescription for mothers, the desire to cook is read as a desire to care and 

nurture for another human—and metaphorized as a mother’s womb. At the same time, however, 

this moment of cooking situates two grown women within that metaphorical womb relationship, 

thereby suggesting that the practice of mothering is not confined to biological function. Rather, it 

actively fosters community between women, granting them a cultural space. Consolata’s account 

also constructs community spaces through cooking. In the previously mentioned “narrative 
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feeding” of Consolata’s asides, the narrative interjects descriptive food preparation, detailing 

spice combinations to fragrant smells which compile smaller dishes of a larger course. 

Strategically placed, these moments thread together the accounts of other convent women in that 

same chapter, thus meeting the same end: creating a pleasurable shared community place—or 

plate. In the subsequent chapter, the narrative confirms this collective sharing: all convent 

women engage in food preparation together (Morrison 285). These experiences complicate the 

notion that traditional “mothering” occurs between women (re: Hichri, O’Reilly). These women 

are not domestic mothers; they are women who quite simply love and care and heal—without 

role prescriptions of “nature” attached. 

Consolata’s role over the domestic space of the convent is to mediate designations of 

culture and nature for womanhood. She challenges a woman’s presumed role as “nature”—as the 

central cook whose food actively consoles and unites other women, not children—and traverses a 

subversive role as “culture” through her commitment to the souls of the convent women—an 

ideological matter traditionally restricted to man. As convent “mother,” Consolata ultimately 

achieves a symbolic authority role through food. Consolata does not explicitly separate the tasks 

of cooking and mothering, but instead, de-emphasizes the physical body entirely. Describing 

herself as a “child body” that “leaps into the arms of a woman who teach me my body is nothing 

my spirit everything” (Morrison 263), Consolata inverts several dimensions of traditional 

mothering: the child is not dependent upon mother for biological growth or cradling, but leaps of 

its own capacity and own will; and the child strives for teaching and spirit—overtly ideological 

notions associated with man and culture. Consolata then enacts a personification of food, 

continuing, “my flesh is so hungry for itself it ate him. When he fell away the woman rescue me 

from my body again” (Morrison 263). The repeated pronoun substitutions here suggest a gender 
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and subject ambiguity of this “child body,” but one message is explicit: him—or man—is 

consumable and expendable, whereas “the woman” rescues and “saves” the child through 

spiritual means. This distinction is not due to composition, as both man and woman are just 

“bones,” but to something intangible and spiritual that only mother and child share. The convent 

women share the very same care and nurture with Consolata. They remark, shortly after this 

“introductory speech,” that “with Consolata in charge, like a new and revised Reverend Mother, 

feeding them bloodless food and water alone to quench their thirst, they altered” (Morrison 265). 

Consolata extracts motherhood and nurture from bodily processes and fleshly existence, 

suggesting that the importance of mothering lies in an inward nourishment, like the so-called 

“bloodless food and water” distinct from a blood-filled body (Morrison 265). This is a statement 

of a cultural order of womanhood founded upon spirituality, not biology—but no less significant 

in the formation of a child’s livelihood than a man’s cultural order. To place woman’s cultural 

order alongside man’s is one effort to achieve Ortner’s nature/culture mediation—but a binary 

effort at that. 

To consider food spaces as truly subversive of the nature/culture binary, there must a 

subversion of the domestic sphere. To assert this claim, I must consider the historic significance 

of domestic space for Black women. Historically, Black women’s kitchen space functioned as a 

“communal bond” that opposed white workplaces, an experience Patricia Moran describes as 

solace and a “form of therapy” from the “domestic labor for white women” (217). Each of these 

elements applies to the convent. Arguably, the men of Ruby channeled a similar communal 

experience through their formation of the Oven. They sought to protect womanhood from the 

historical association between white kitchens and the rape of Black women, a fact they believed 

was “if not a certainty a distinct possibility” (Morrison 99). The Black men of the Oven perceive 
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thus Black women’s kitchen space as relative to whiteness and the prospect of sexual violation. 

Man’s aversion to a female kitchen space is a result of a woman’s cultural association with 

sexuality through that space, rather than her traditional role as mother. Thus, the man’s 

acceptance of a male communal kitchen space is a result of cultural preservation. Indeed, “It was 

that thinking that made a community “kitchen” so agreeable” to the men (Morrison 99). To the 

men of Ruby, a community kitchen functions as an ideological performance—a projection of 

their cultural identities and the identities they seek to protect. To the convent women, however, a 

“kitchen” is personal and intimate, connoted with individual traumatic histories, yet no less a 

cultural bond among women. In other words, Black women’s food culture creates community 

while maintaining individuality. As a place that values history as communal yet challenges 

identity prescription, Morrison’s convent space epitomizes Ortner’s desired “mediation.” The 

convent kitchen is its own culture, and thus an ideology of its own creation, not simply a space 

for cultural adherence.  

Toni Morrison ascribes the nature/culture binary to characters, themes, and spaces of the 

text in an effort which exposes and ultimately undermines those binaries. The narrative subtext 

of food well exemplifies these attempts because food possesses an abject status in our society. To 

some, food is a link to nature: a composition of cultivated earth, a product of ecological growth 

processes, a satiation of a human body’s biophysical needs. To others, food is a link to culture. It 

harnesses intimate connection between earth and human; it consists of tastes and flavors that 

each body identifies with differently; it instills feelings and emotions in the eater. If food is either 

tangible entity or symbolic meaning, depending upon the perceiver, then food disrupts 

convention and category. Similarly, if food is either nature or culture, its entry into culture is 

volatile, unstable, in-concrete. The nature of food risks erasure under a culture designation, while 
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the culture of food risks erasure under a nature designation. This is the predicament of women’s 

domestic space. On one hand, women cannot embrace the artistry and subtlety of cooking, the 

sensation of flavors on their pallet, when a prevailing cultural order of man negates those 

experiences by deeming them unserviceable. Man values the product of this process: the food 

which services child, the appetite which services man, not the process which services 

womanhood. On the other hand, it seems women cannot embrace the empowerment of a 

communal, domestic space alongside an embrace of motherhood. The woman risks submission 

to tradition and procreative function as she aspires to care and nurture and heal through food. 

Thus, to create a “food culture” demands an expression of food that is neither nature nor culture, 

but a non-binary: a liminal space or “meditation” between category. Society must perceive 

domestic food culture as a source of its own meaning, not a consequence of societal projection, 

and not a consequence of natural predisposition. This is the message of Ortner, of Morrison, of 

Consolata: meanings that come from others, meanings that come from within, are not necessarily 

so; meaning is about the act of creation. Cultures of spirituality, sexuality, food—they are all, to 

some degree, an act of creation. 
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